
Embodiment

Welcome to the fifth module in the Powerfully Feminine Intensive, I'm Candice Oneida.

Today, we're going to discuss embodiment.  What it is and how to do it!

Today you'll learn:

1. What Embodiment Is
2. How To Be Embodied

What Is Embodiment?

"Be not ashamed Woman.
You are the gates of the body,
And you are the gates of the soul."       

~ Walt Whitman

Consciousness descends into life in order to incarnate to be here in a body. What this means
is that consciousness needs a body in which to experience life! The feminine is the body.  
Yes, we know that consciousness exists outside of the body, but what we want when we are 
incarnated here on the planet is to bring spirit to life. We do this via the vehicle of the 
body...the vehicle of the feminine.
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How Do You Be Embodiment?

“There is more wisdom in your body than in your deepest philosophy.”

~ Friedrich Nietzsche

The Art Of Pleasure is about developing a sensual and connected relationship to your 
body.  

It is through this that you connect to it's wisdom.

Remember the 4 P's that I brought up in the first lesson of this module?

Pleasure makes you Present; 
When you're present you shine your Presence;
When you shine your presence you find your Purpose.

Pleasure     Present     Presence      Purpose→ → →

Hence embodiment plays a huge role in bringing forward your presence, bringing it alive 
inside you...bringing your presence to life!

And when you're shining your presence which is your essence, then your purpose comes 
into focus!

The truth is we can only feel pleasure NOW...in the moment.  
We can't feel pleasure in the future!  
We can remember it from the past, but you can only feel it now.   

It is the ultimate “be here now” tool, especially for a woman.

Remember what I got you to do in the “desire setting” exercise?   By taking you into what 
you wanted to feel when you reached your goals, you started to feel the feeling....NOW!

And by doing this your brought the future forward....to now, in order that that goal can 
actually happen...happen because you have brought it to life and reality in your body...now!

Did you feel pleasure when you did that exercise?  
Did you feel alive?  
Did you feel full of energy?  
Did you feel enthusiasm?

If your answer is yes, then, great, this is what that exercise teaches you how to do.
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If you answer is no, then, I suggest you go back and do it again...and again...and 
again...until the pleasure comes alive in your body and you can answer yes to those 
questions.

Let's be clear here, the desire setting exercise teaches you HOW to bring future pleasure 
into your body now.  And so, you want to keep doing that exercise, keep the desire and 
pleasure alive, in order that the goal will become inevitable.

I want to suggest 8 other ways to feel pleasure through embodiment:

1. Hiking Feet
2. Earthing
3. Pussy saddle
4. Dance as if nobody is watching
5. Infinity Hips
6. Swimming
7. Self pleasure
8. Together pleasure

I'll break them down into little exercises that you can choose from to engage your pleasure 
path.  

Each exercise is simple and is about discovering, revealing and owning the pleasure in it.

OK, Are you ready?

1. Hiking Feet

In this one the embodiment pleasure exercise is to drop all thoughts, worries and concerns 
and to go for a hike or walk and presence your feet totally.

Each step you take you deeply feel the connection of your feet on the ground, you 
deliberately and sensually connect your feet to the earth, you feel into your feet.

Thoughts are not allowed!  If you start thinking, go back to feeling your feet.

2. Earthing

In this embodiment pleasure exercise find a patch of earth, un-sealed earth, dirt or grass.  
Take your shoes off and put your naked feet directly on the earth...be still, feel what you feel,
sink into the ground.

This exercise can be very sensual, very subtle but deeply regenerative.
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You can feel any thought, worries or stresses literally drain out of your feet into the 
earth...and then feel yourself be filled up with the life force that comes up through your feet 
into your body.

3. Pussy saddle

In this embodiment pleasure exercise you ride your bike or horse from your pussy.  

Yep, as you are straddling the bicycle or horse saddle, you put alllll of your awareness at the 
very base of your pussy...the entroitus.   Do the whole ride from this awareness, this vantage 
point, this presenced way to ride.

4. Dance as if nobody is watching

In this embodiment pleasure exercise, totally one of my daily all time favorites, you put on 
your favorite tunes and “dance as if nobody is watching”.

So, take your shoes off or put on your sexiest heels, turn on the music, and dance dance 
dance lady.  You may want to start with a slower tune so that you can gently and sensually 
start to move your body.  Moving from feeling your toes, through your feet, up through your 
legs, your hips, into your pussy, your belly, your heart, your shoulders, your arms then your 
neck and your heads.  When you've warmed up a bit, then crank something sexy, or silly, or 
wild...up to you.  

Just dance as if nobody is watching!  Because they aren't!

5. Infinity Hips

In this embodiment pleasure exercise you are going to stand up and move your feet to a 
little over a shoulder width apart.  Hands on your hips and then feel the link in between your 
legs running from your pussy to the space between your feet.

Then start to “draw” an infinity symbol with your hips around this point between your feet.
 
Do it for  3 minutes then change direction.  You can also do this with a slow song playing in 
the background.  Do it sensually, evoke pleasure...find the pleasure.

6. Swimming

In this embodiment pleasure exercise you are going to go for a swim!  Not laps, not 
exercise...swim for pleasure.

Feel how the water connects to every square inch of your skin.  Let the motion, fluidity and 
give of the water teach you something.
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Feel how sensual this makes your feel and that you can let go of any worries, ideas, 
problems into the water.

7. Self pleasure

In this embodiment pleasure exercise you are going to, well, do self pleasure.  You can light 
candles, put on some essential oils, drop the lighting, but create a sensual, supportive, 
gentle space for your self pleasure.

Now this can be as simple as getting a soft feather and running it over your body whilst you 
are naked.   

This may move to you using your hand and fingers to explore your own body.  It is not just 
your pussy that is sensual and sensitive, is it?  By doing this you discover other super 
sensual, sexual and erogenous zones in YOUR own body.  

From here you may want to touch your pussy in a way that feels sweet, sensual, engaging, 
opening, toward more and more pleasure.  Not necessarily toward orgasm, but feeling 
pleasure with each stroke, each touch, each second....really feel pleasure each second.

In fact, I encourage you to NOT be goal or orgasm focused during this whole exercise.

Take as long as you need and keep investigating...keep probing, keep feeling pleasure with 
each stroke, each caress, each movement around your body.

8. Together pleasure

In this embodiment pleasure exercise you are going to involve your partner, if you 
have one, in the activities that you experienced in the “self pleasure” exercise.

Bring them into the experience and let them do the touching...the stroking...the 
investigating your body.

YOUR job:  to JUST FEEL PLEASURE.  

Again no goal orientation.

Every stroke, every second, no goal, just pleasure in the moment.
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In Greek Mythology: the gods Hera and Zeus were having an argument about whether men 
or women derived greater pleasure from sex.

They referred the matter to the prophet Tiresius, who had spent 7 years of his life as a 
woman and was therefore in a good position to know. 

How did he end up spending 7 years as a woman?  He had been punished by Hera for 
interrupting the coitus between two snakes by turning him into a woman for 7 years.

After returning back into his male form he was asked by Zeus and Hera, “who experiences 
more pleasure during sex, the man or the woman?”

He informed them that if sexual pleasure were divided into 10 parts, only 1 part would go to 
the man, and 9 parts to the woman!

Now this is more than myth, as via mythology we are taught through symbolism truths about
life and spirituality.

What this tells us is that the sexual space is really ABOUT THE FEMININE, whether you are a 
man or a woman, sex is an engagement of the feminine.  Sexuality is the feminine.

Hence as women, in a woman's body, we have the most direct access to these spaces, to 
these experiences.

If this hasn't been true for you, yet, then wonder at the concept that 9 parts of the sexual 
experience is for the woman, and 1 for the man.

This can be seen when a woman becomes multi-orgasmic.  She is then tapping into this 
truth, this reality.  

And I call it a truth, a reality, because it is truth for you, even if you haven't gone there yet. 

This is possible for every single woman, to experience the ecstasy of being in female form.

Women are built for the hormone oxytocin, commonly referred to as the “cuddle, touch or 
pleasure hormone”...we're basically built for pleasure, for sensuality, for enjoyment via the 
body.

Woman is built for ecstasy

We are certainly not hormonaly built for the amount of cortisol stress that our “man mode” 
and false feminine ways of doing life make us feel.  

Our nerves literally get frayed by staying in these constant high stress levels.
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I want to really pass here that pleasure is a choice, you can do pretty much ANYTHING 
FROM A PLACE OF PLEASURE.  

Yep, it's a choice:

Choose Pain

or

Choose Pleasure

It's a little bit like, after you've heard this, you then get to realize that YOU get to make the 
choice.  Do life, work and relationships from a place of pain and suffering or from FEELING 
PLEASURE in your body.

If you are accustomed to doing your relationship for example from feeling emptiness or pain
in the body...try engaging pleasure before you talk to your partner.  Then, see what happens.

OR

If you've been dating from a place of fear...how about get yourself into a space of pleasure 
before you go out on the date?  Then, see what happens.

OR

You are accustomed to doing sales calls from a place of fear and belief of rejection before 
you even pick up the phone.   How about get yourself into a place of pleasure before you 
pick up the phone?  Then, see what happens.

Like so much of what I've been teaching you in this course, reading about the feminine arts 
or watching the videos will not change anything in your life!

These are arts and skills to be implemented in your daily activities.  You keep doing the 
same things, but you DO THEM DIFFERENTLY.  You feel pleasure, you receive a 
compliment, you observe your polarity and others around you, you feel your desire in any 
moment.

See what I mean...you keep moving forward in your life, but you implement these arts and 
skills as the NEW PARADIGM, your new operating system FEM OS...the new way to do life, 
work and relationships.

Use the feminine arts in place of your old habits.  Implement the skills I'm teaching you to 
feel different in your body and in your life.
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Congratulations! 

In Review, what you've learned today is:

1. What Embodiment Is
2. How To Be Embodied

Now, head on over to the “Powerfully Feminine Facebook Page” and share one key 
reflection that you gained from the exercises today.

Great job and I'll see you in the next lesson where you'll learn how to “Pussy Brain” which is 
where you'll discover how to listen to and navigate from you pussy, yep...quick...click now!
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